
While nickel gap wall covering is still in high

demand, we are seeing some eye-catching new

options when it comes to utilizing wood elements

on interior walls. Painted or stained, wood accent

walls are a wonderful way to add visual interest

and texture to your interior space!

Here are several ideas that will instantly liven up

an otherwise plain wall! 

Are you wondering how (or if!) you can incorporate

nickel gap wall covering into your contemporary

designs? We've got you covered!

Similar to the traditional nickel gap, this narrow, 3/4" x

1-1/2" version (2448-IT-SL) (above) lends itself to a

much more modern look and feel and works well

with today's contemporary and transitional designs.

SKINNY LAP
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A creative geometric pattern has transformed this mid-

century modern dining room wall (above) into a stunning

focal point! This unique design was crafted using 1/4" White

Oak plywood, 1-1/4" x 2" S4S White Oak and a splash of

creativity!

The design featured on the upper wall (below) was created

using our 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" S4S White Oak, applied vertically.  

The drywall behind the S4S was painted black, adding

additional depth and contrast,

WOW FACTOR WALLS
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Wood accent walls accomplish what paint and

wallpaper are seldom able to do; that is, achieving a

standalone work of interior art. 

Geometric designs have become an increasingly popular

way to transform a plain wall and make a dramatic

statement!

This creative wall design (right) utilizes varying widths of

our 1/2" thick, S4S Poplar,

GEOMETRIC DESIGNS
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Who would have thought that something as simple as

half round could transform a plain white wall? (We did!)

Our 2448-HR, 3/4" x 1-1/2" Poplar half round was used

(left) to add an element of  texture and character to this

all-white wall!

STATEMENT WALLS MADE SIMPLE

Looking for a new twist on nickel gap? 

Instead of using the same widths, try mixing the widths

to create a unique, casual look!

This design (left) utilizes a combination of 3", 5" & 7"

widths of our QRK nickel gap in Knotty Poplar, with a

white wash finish. 

This mixture strikes the perfect balance when

incorporated into today's less formal, shabby chic

architectural designs. 

MIX IT  UP!
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BOARD & BATTEN

While board and batten is historically associated with

Arts & Crafts architecture, it also works well with

minimalist, modern, and transitional styles.

Using board and batten in an entryway or staircase gives

your space texture and character. The design possibilities

are endless - board and batten can be installed vertically,

diagonally, and everything in between!

Replicate these designs (below & right) or create one of

your own with our 1/2"thick S4S Poplar, stocked in a

variety of widths, including 2", 3-1/2" and 5-1/2"!

CROWN +  CREATIVITY

While this is certainly not your typical crown

installation, it demonstrates how a simple,

cove crown moulding can be utilized in a non-

traditional way. All it takes is a bit of creative

ingenuity!

This design (left) features a White Oak cove

crown, run vertically as a backdrop for a

theater wall.

Recreate this look with our 2080-LW-CR, 2-1/2"

cove crown, or for a wider option, use our

24136-IT-CR,  4-1/4" symmetrical crown,       
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